NOTIFICATION 2 OF 2019

Sub: Transfer of students from Revised Semester System to Rationalised Semester System.

Ref: Principal’s meetings dated 06th & 14th August 2019.

Students of Diploma in Engineering & Technology Programmes of Revised Semester pattern (implemented w.e.f. 2013-2014 onwards) shall be provided an opportunity to take transfer to Rationalized Semester scheme (implemented w.e.f. year 2019-20 onwards), subject to terms & conditions as laid down below:-

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

(A) Cases of students who have been granted Term for Sem I and/or Sem II under Revised Semester System.

1. Students who have been granted term and passed in any subject/s shall be considered for full exemption in the subject/s, as per the provisions under Board Rule 3 (as per Circular No. 1 of 2019 dtd. 19/08/2019).

2. (a) Students who have been granted term but failed in a particular subject/s may be exempted from attending classes of said subject/s, on switch over to Rationalized Semester System. Such students shall be permitted to appear for Examination as Ex-students. However, they will have to answer Board Examination in corresponding subject/s as per syllabus of Rationalized Semester System only. The marks obtained in the other subject heads in which they have passed shall be carried forward.

2. (b) In case of students who have failed in the subject of Engineering Maths-I and/or Engineering Maths-II, the marks equal to the marks obtained under head TM or (minimum 10 marks, whichever is higher) shall be awarded under head TW in the corresponding subject/s under Rationalized Semester System. Such students shall have to answer Board Examination in corresponding subject/s of Rationalized Semester System only.

2. (c) In case of students who have failed in the subject Basics Engg. Skills the marks obtained under head TW of the subject shall be awarded proportionately as marks under head TW of subjects - Basic Engg. Practice (Mechanical & Electrical) and Basic Engg. Practice (Electronics & Computers) under Rationalized Semester System. However the students shall answer Practical examination of both the subjects as per syllabus of Rationalized Semester System only.
Clause 2(b) & 2 (c) shall be one time relaxation for such students seeking transfer to Rationalized Semester System for academic year 2019-20.

2.(d) In case of students who have been granted Term and passed in the subject 'Basic Engg. Skills' they shall be considered for full exemption in the subjects (GC105) Basic Engg. Practice (Electronics & Computers) & (GC106) Basic Engg. Practice (Mechanical & Electrical) under Rationalized Semester System, as per Board Rule 3.

(B) In case of students who have not been granted Term for Sem. I under Revised Semester System, they will have to keep terms from Semester I onwards.

(C) Any other cases not covered in (A) & (B) above, will be placed before a Committee to be constituted for consideration & based on the recommendation of the committee, Board will decide in the matter.

3. All such students shall be permitted to keep term for only One Semester at a time.

4. The ruling on “Time limit to complete Diploma Programme” for such students shall be effective from academic year 2019-20.

5. The students will have to apply for fresh Enrolment Number by filling in the Enrolment form. No fees will be charged for Enrolment.

However, those Students who do not wish to switch over shall have the option to continue their study under the Revised Semester Scheme.
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